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GREEN WEDGES COALITION
VPP REVIEW 2020 – DISCUSSION POINTS
Preamble
The issues identified in this discussion document comprise a comprehensive analysis of the major
issues that the Green Wedges Coalition and allied groups have previously identified as important to
the future of the Green Wedges.
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1. VISION
Melbourne’s Green Wedges were born of the vision of the Minister for Local Government, Rupert
Hamer, in the 1960s when he directed the Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works (MMBW) that
'future planning should take full account of the surrounding countryside as a vital part of the
metropolitan environment'.
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Melbourne 2030 Implementation Plan 5 concerning Green Wedges (October 2002) describes
the Green Wedges as “the open landscapes that were set aside more than 30 years ago to
conserve rural activities and significant natural features and resources between growth
areas of metropolitan Melbourne as they spread out along major road and rail links.”
Effectively today, the Green Wedges form a belt around the core of the inner and middle
ring suburbs.
In Plan Melbourne 2017–2050, the role of the Green Wedges is recognised for its
contribution to making Melbourne a distinctive and liveable city with quality design and
amenity.
This role of the Green Wedges is put into perspective by the fact that with this belt of rural
land comprises some 605,000 hectares or 68% of the Melbourne metropolitan area. It has
huge impact on the liveability of Melbourne and its sustainability as a healthy functioning
environment.
The rural values of the Green Wedges are underpinned by the two major land uses being
soil-based agriculture and the natural environment. This vision for the Green Wedges is in
danger of being lost with these rural land uses being increasingly threatened by built
development and associated infrastructure.
The Green Wedges deliver 3 key values:
a) Biodiversity and wildlife habitat on private land, parks and nature reserves.
b) High agricultural productivity based on versatile soils and good water supply.
Low carbon miles to deliver the food to Melbourne.
c) Areas of outstanding natural beauty, diverse rural open landscapes and cultural
heritage. The ‘lungs’ of Melbourne.
These uses should be given priority over other permitted or discretionary uses such as
tourism, recreation, leisure-based businesses, which are dependent on the above key values
and which provide significant recreational and economic benefits to the State, including
outdoor recreation – bushwalking, riding trails and mountain biking. The State will lose these
significant economic and environmental values if the Green Wedges are undermined.

2. ACHIEVING A PERMANENT URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY
Action sought
2.1
2.2

Government needs to provide clear direction to Councils that the UGB is permanent and
must not be expanded via Green Wedge Management Plans or other processes.
Recommend legislation to require that a two-thirds majority, rather than a simple
majority, be required for any change to the UGB.
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Why this action is necessary
2.3

The Labour, Coalition and Greens parties all committed to a permanent UGB before the 2018
election but need to be asked to confirm this whenever possible (especially the Greens Party,
which vacillated in 2018.)

2.4

It is essential to hold the line on the UGB; otherwise it will result in great uncertainty and a
rush of opportunist applications to rezone.

2.5

The Government has committed to maintain a permanent Urban Growth Boundary around
Melbourne to create a more consolidated, sustainable city in Plan Melbourne 2017–2050
(Policy 2.1.1).

2.6

All three parliamentary parties committed to a permanent UGB before the 2018 election but
need to be asked to confirm this whenever possible (especially the Greens Party, which
vacillated in 2018).
Some councils either don’t understand or won’t accept that a permanent UGB is not
negotiable and have attempted to rezone Green Wedge land for urban development. For
example, the Dandenong and Frankston Councils’ draft Green Wedge Management Plans
advocated expanding the UGB for residential and industrial development respectively. The
Minister accepted the Panel’s recommendation not to move the Dandenong UGB and
Frankston Council voted in October 2019 to reverse its original decision and propose no
changes to the UGB. Such challenges damage the certainty that planning – particularly
Green Wedge planning – needs to provide. The Nillumbik draft GWMP has concealed within
it many attempts to move the UGB.

2.7

3. RESTORING, MAINTAINING AND ENHANCING EXISTING STATE
PLANNING POLICY PROTECTION FOR THE GREEN WEDGES AND PERIURBAN MUNICIPALITIES
Action sought
3.1

3.2
3.3

Reaffirm the importance of retaining and enhancing Clause 51.02, including:
a) the provision that Rural Living zones are not permitted in the Green Wedges and
any that remain must be deemed to be Green Wedge A Zones.
b) Add a provision for a Precautionary Principle to ensure that built or other uses,
infrastructure or developments are not permitted to impair the biodiversity,
agricultural or rural open landscapes in Green Wedges. Recreational parkland
should also be protected from other tourist, commercial or urban-related uses.
c) Ideally, we should go back to having no urban-related uses in the Green
Wedges: hotels, restaurants, retail sales, schools, places of worship etc. should
be prohibited as they were in the original Board of Works 1967 document.
Primary and secondary schools should be prohibited in the Green Wedges as they were
until 2013. (See S.14)
Section 173 Agreements for subdivided lots less than the zone minimum lot size should
also be restored to prevent further subdivision of smaller lots. This requirement for S 173
agreements was deleted from all six Green Wedge and rural zones in 2013, allowing already
smaller lots to potentially be subdivided again. (Examples?)
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3.4

‘Innominate’ uses should be prohibited in the Rural Conservation, Green Wedge, Green
Wedge A, Farming and Rural Living Zones. The default zone control for innominate uses
(those not named in the zones) was changed in the Rural Conservation and Farming zones
from prohibited to permit required in 2013 (as in the original VPP (Kennett-era) zones).
Innominate uses required a permit in the other Green Wedge and Rural zones. All allowable
uses of the GWZ, RCZ and GWAZ should be specifically listed rather than remaining
‘innominate’, which leaves unspecified uses open to interpretation. In each of these zones,
at the end of ‘Section 2 – Permit required’, it allows for ‘any other use not in Section 1 or 3’
to apply for a permit (rather than being prohibited). This not only leads to applicants
introducing ‘new uses’ for which there is no definition in the planning provisions but also
some creative renaming of uses by sharp lawyers and planning consultants.
Please note the following examples of new development uses arising from RCZ innominate
change from prohibited to permit required in August 2013:
a) Cemetery
b) Crematorium
c) Display home (prohibited in Green Wedges under Cl 51.02)
d) Freeway Service Centre (RCZ is the only zone with no conditions for a FSC prohibited in Green Wedges under Cl 51.02, GWZ & GWAZ.)
e) Funeral Parlour (prohibited in Green Wedges under Cl 51.02)
f) Hospital (prohibited in Green Wedges under Cl 51.02)
g) Service Station (prohibited in Green Wedges under Cl ) 51.02
h) Research Centre (no conditions, except in Green Wedges by Clause 51.02.
GWZ & GWAZ require minimum lot size)
i) Saleyard
j) Veterinary Clinic
By way of example, there was a threat by Southern Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust in 2015
to acquire the best and most of Kingston’s remaining market gardens for a cemetery, which
fortunately now seems to have been dropped. See:
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/leader/inner-south/green-wedge-land-in-heatherton-earmarked-forcemetery/story-fngnvli9-1227532008779

3.5
The change of Animal Boarding from Prohibited to a Section 2 use in the Rural
Conservation Zone also needs to be reversed. We are particularly concerned about changes to
Racing dog
breeding and keeping provisions that allow the keeping of up to 20 greyhounds in
the Rural
Conservation Zone, Green Wedge A Zone, Rural Living Zone, and up to 50 in the
Green Wedge Zone (and FZ and RAZ).
3.6
The “In Conjunction” permit conditions should be restored and applied to all discretionary
tourist or urban uses in the Green Wedges, the RCZ and in the Farming Zone. At least Group
accommodation, Residential hotels and Restaurants should again be required to be “in
conjunction with” agriculture, winery or rural industry, as they were in the RCZ, Green
Wedge and Farming zones before 2013. The minimum lot sizes for these uses should be
restored, as they were in the RCZ before 2013, and introduced in the GWZ and FZ. We will
be submitting a minimum lot size for the GWZ and the FZ of 40 ha, which was the figure
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originally promised by Minister Delahunty. These tourist uses should be approved only as
subordinate uses, i.e. subordinate to conservation and agriculture. Instead, for example:

3.7

3.8
3.9

3.10

3.11

3.12

a) The huge Hilltonia Hot Springs development has been allowed by VCAT in 2018
to phase out cattle grazing, replace an olive plantation and Moonah Woodland
and to include a restaurant as an ancillary use, overturning a Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council refusal. (VCAT P2511/2017)
b) Group accommodation applications in an RCZ have gone from a maximum of six
dwellings on a lot of the minimum subdivision size and the ‘in conjunction’
requirements to a maximum 40 dwellings in the Green Wedges and no
conditions at all in the rural and peri-urban areas. Currently a problem with
applications in Nillumbuk.
Ancillary uses should be required to comply with ‘in conjunction’ conditions, in order to
prevent applicants from avoiding the ‘in conjunction with’ conditions by characterising uses
as ‘ancillary’. They should be secondary and subordinate to the primary use and should
equate to no more than 10% of a project (i.e. of the area or scope covered by the planning
controls).
Decision Guidelines with regard to dwelling approvals should be strengthened. An example
is the Mornington Peninsula Interim Dwellings Policy.
As well, in regard to the following pre-2013 guidelines:
a) Rural Conservation Zone Decision Guideline “whether the dwelling produces
concentration or proliferation of dwellings” should be restored.
b) Farming Zone Decision Guidelines for Dwellings with an agricultural not
environmental focus were added to the Rural Conservation Zone and should be
deleted. Farming Zone Decision Guideline, “whether a dwelling is reasonably
required” should be restored.
Agriculture should be restored as a ‘permit required’ use in the Green Wedge, Green
Wedge A and Farming Zone. It was changed from ‘permit required’ to ‘as-of-right’, in these
zones in 2013.
There has been a strong push by some local governments to weaken the planning provisions
for the Rural Conservation Zone (RCZ). One example is the City of Manningham’s proposed
planning scheme amendment C117, though these provisions were not supported by the
Planning Panel and are not in the final version adopted by the Minister.
Ancillary uses should be required to comply with “in conjunction” conditions, in order to
prevent applicants from avoiding the ‘in conjunction with’ conditions by characterising uses
as ‘ancillary’. They should be secondary and subordinate to the primary use and should
equate to no more than 10% of a project (i.e. of the area or scope covered by the planning
controls).

Why this action is necessary
3.13

There is an urgent need to restore the Green Wedge protections removed by the State
Government from the Green Wedge and Rural Zones in 2013 (at least for the Green
Wedges and Peri-urban areas). Appendix 1 tabulates the changes in uses permitted in the
rural zones in August 2013 (with thanks to Chris Pruneau of the Macedon Ranges
Residents’ Association).
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3.14

These changes had a major impact on the integrity of the Green Wedge Zone, Green Wedge
A Zone and the Rural Conservation Zone as well as rural zones in the peri-urban areas
outside the Green Wedges and immediately abutting the Melbourne Metropolitan area.

4. NEW PROVISIONS TO IMPROVE PROTECTION OF THE GREEN WEDGES
AND PERI-URBAN AREAS
Action sought
4.1

Amend the Objective in Clause 11.01.1R to read:
To protect the green wedges of Metropolitan Melbourne from inappropriate development, to
prevent urban sprawl and maintain their openness and permanence.
(Current Objective:
To protect the green wedges of Metropolitan Melbourne from inappropriate development.)

Why this action is necessary
4.2

There needs to be recognition of the role of the Green Wedges in making a major
contribution to Melbourne’s reputation as the one of the world’s most liveable cities. The
Green Wedges form a vital structural element of the form of the Melbourne metropolitan
area providing an open rural green landscape that provides relief from endless suburbia and
brings the country into Melbourne.
In the UK there is a long history of formally recognising in government land use planning the
importance of green belts as a major component of their planning of major cities. The UK
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) identifies that: ‘The fundamental aim of the
Green belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; the
essential characteristic of the Green Belts are their openness and permanence’.
The State Government needs to address the issue of bulk and scale of built development and
infrastructure appropriate to the purpose of the Green Wedges.

Action sought
4.3

A new Peri-urban Farming Zone needs to be introduced to replace the Farming Zone in the
peri-urban municipalities to provide similar protection to the Green Wedge Zone for those
municipalities.

Why this action is necessary
4.4

This action is necessary because developers are taking advantage of the lack of planning
protection in the peri-urban rural areas and are leapfrogging the Green Wedges in order to
apply for inappropriate developments in the rural zones.

4.5 solar panels . should be a requirement that in GW or rural areas, tech studies of any potential
impact on biodiversity or birds be required before any approvals and that agricultural uses eg the
grazing of sheep also be a condition. This may require specialist landfill ecologist input if it is
considered on closedlandfill sites.
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Action sought
4.6

A Ministerial Direction or other measure is needed to require Councils and VCAT Members
to have due regard to policies and planning provisions to protect Green Wedges and Periurban areas. This needs to be backed by officers willing to communicate with Councils and
to present at VCAT to ensure compliance.

Why this action is necessary
4.7

Some councils regard State and Local policies as optional, and it is not sufficient to rely on
community groups and residents to take cases to VCAT where they will be outgunned by
developers and councils who can engage expensive lawyers and expert witnesses.

Action sought
4.8

The Planning Scheme needs to be more prescriptive with more ‘musts ‘and fewer ‘should
considers’ as this creates too much discretion and results in a waste of time and resources in
planning disputes mainly about Section 2 Uses. It should not be difficult to make the
Scheme more definitive which would ultimately advantage applicants and the community.

Why this action is necessary
4.9
4.10

4.11

The current trend for the excessive bulk and scale of built form developments and
associated infrastructure in the Green Wedges.
The lack of specificity and consistency in the application of the ‘in conjunction’ condition in
the Green Wedges. Built form should be subordinate to rural land uses but this regularly
does not happen e.g. Places of worship in the Green Wedges.
Other built form developments subject to permit have no conditions attached and rely on
the Decision Guidelines in the Green Wedge zones that do not provide any useful design and
siting guidelines to address the issue of excessive bulk and scale.

5. A CAP ON THE BULK AND SCALE OF BUILDINGS IN THE GREEN WEDGES
Action sought
5.1

Adding provisions to limit height and site coverage limits, with the use of building
envelopes for non-agricultural developments to the Green Wedge, Green Wedge A, Rural
Conservation Zones and Clause 51.02 of the planning scheme.
We submit there is a need to limit all dwellings or other built developments on a Green
Wedge property (apart from agricultural buildings or equestrian centres) to 10% of the land .
or 2000 sq. m., whichever is less. This would be in line with the Mornington Peninsula
Interim Dwellings Policy, which states:
“Any dwelling and all buildings associated with the dwelling, but excluding buildings
required for agricultural purposes, must be contained within a defined building envelope
shown on the land management plan, consisting of no more than 10 % of the site area or
2000 sqm, whichever is the lesser.”

Why this action is necessary
5.2

Approval of large-scale buildings threatens the openness and general rural nature of the
Green Wedges.
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5.3

The Minister has acknowledged the need to put a cap on the size of developments. (See
Ministerial Press Release 4/11/18)
5.4
There is a need to limit excessive built form development and associated infrastructure, (See
Planning News, article by Alan Thatcher, May 2019 for more information).
5.5
Our member groups are dealing with a flood of inappropriate overdevelopment applications
by developers looking to exploit loopholes and laxly worded planning controls to access
relatively cheap Green Wedge land for uses that should properly be in urban zones, for
example Place of Worship. This threatens death by a thousand cuts for the Green Wedges. If
it is not curbed there will be little or nothing to distinguish the Green Wedges from the
urban zones. (See attached tables showing examples of developments of excessive bulk and
scale.)
5.6
For example, the huge Dandenong produce market application, which was called in by the
Minister and, following a panel process, refused. Other examples include:
a) The RSSB application – a classic example of an oversized building. The VCAT
Tribunal described it as extremely large (see para 40 of VCAT decision) yet
considered it acceptable.
b)
The seven-storeyed Coptic Church application, that was refused by VCAT
because
it proposed to replace agricultural land, was also much too large.
c)
A Mornington Peninsula member has recently lost a VCAT case against the
Hiltonia
tourist hot springs overdevelopment at Fingal that was refused by
council
because of its over-the-top size on an undersized 14 ha lot
(P16/0665).
5.7
As a basic principle, all new proposed built form and associated infrastructure (e.g. parking,
access roads etc) should always be subordinate to environmental and rural uses and the
rural open landscapes that encompass the values fundamental to the Green Wedges.
5.8
The cap on the size of developments needs to address:
a) limiting the height of developments in the Green Wedges;
b) minimising the building footprint;
c) containing it within a defined building envelope.
5.9
Failure to apply a building envelope will make imposition of any minimal foot-print
meaningless given the capacity for the spread of buildings to fragment any given site and
effectively negate any rural uses. The application of a building and infrastructure envelope,
as illustrated below, would mitigate this problem, though it should not be used to justify
overdevelopments.
5.10 Figure 1 shows the typical approach to built form development in planning applications
opposed by the Green Wedges Coalition. It may comply with having a low footprint as
defined
by the immediate area covered by buildings and hard surfaces but it effectively
fragments and destroys rural land uses that protect the values fundamental to the Green Wedge
Zones.
5.11 Figure 2 confines the built form and associated infrastructure to a building envelope that
allows for the same level of built form but enables continuation of rural uses that support
the
values of the Green Wedges. The placement of the development near the road is mainly for
illustrative purposes to shown, but also minimizes the length of driveway access, as noted in
Mornington Peninsula dwellings policy.
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5.12

5.13

We note that the Dandenong and the Kingston Green Wedge Management Plans
include provisions to restrict the height of buildings to 8m and site coverage to 20
per cent, but this has not stopped Councils from approving the Dandenong produce
market and several huge Place of Worship applications, such as the seven-story high
Coptic church application in Dandenong and the 60 X 80 m RSSB temple in
Frankston.
All future planning applications for built development in the Green Wedges must be
accompanied by a Land Management Plan. This is not proposing any additional red tape but
rather a formal and transparent process for addressing the decision guidelines as stipulated
the planning provisions for the Green Wedge Zone and Rural Conservation Zone.

6. PROTECTING ALL AGRICULTURAL LAND

Action sought

6.1

The protection of all present and potential agricultural land where that use does not or
would not conflict with the protection of environmentally significant land, through the PSAL
process, either via an agricultural land overlay or an agricultural land management
framework along similar lines to the Native Vegetation Management Framework (Clause
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6.2

52.17) which unfortunately has been renamed, and weakened by both Coalition and Labor
Governments.
All Green Wedge and peri-urban municipalities should be directed to have a meaningful
Differential Farm Rate, ideally with conditions requiring a Land Management Plan including
good environmental management and weed control, etc. And a conservation land rebate
for residents who are properly maintaining or restoring environmentally significant land (see
Mornington Peninsula example). Councils should discourage rural residential developments
by a rate surcharge on properties with houses but not engaging in agriculture or
conservation, with recipients of the rate and conservation rebates to be exempt.
As land prices increase the rate burden on farm properties becomes even more onerous. In
the Green Wedge, farm rates vary greatly. Mornington Peninsula has the strongest support
for agriculture with a 35% farm rate i.e. 65% off the general rate, for the agricultural
portion of the land. (The farmhouse and curtilage are at full general rate, the same as
houses in the townships). Even with this strong farm rate the average farm is still paying
approximately twice the rates of the average residential property. If the Green Wedge is to
be supported, then farming needs to be actively fostered and encouraged. The Valuation of
Land Act 1960 defines the criteria for eligibility for the farm rate and could be further
amended to stipulate a minimum significant differential: we suggest a 35% farm rate. Note
that in the UK, Green Belt farmland is zero rated, i.e. 100% off the general rate.

6.3

6.4.
6.4

6.5

6.6

State Planning Policy in Clause 11.01-1R in relation to the to the protection of agricultural
land should be amended to more explicitly prohibit Rural Residential development, in the
Green Wedges.
Existing constraints on farm-gate sales must be retained, so they don't morph into retail
sales outlets that are properly located in urban areas and prohibited in Green Wedges.
The ‘in conjunction’ test (Clause 64.02) needs to be amended to specify that a conditional
use (the use that must be “in conjunction” with agriculture) may only occupy less than 10%
of the total site area, must be on the same title, and to specify that the conditional use is
subordinate, i.e. not the dominant use of the site.
Councils should be encouraged to apply the Township Zone to country towns in the Green
Wedges and peri urban areas to enable them to apply appropriate controls on development
instead of the General Residential Zones that presently expose townships in some Green
Wedge municipalities like Mornington Peninsula to 11m high three-storey developments.
Casey and Macedon Ranges Councils have Township Zones, whereas Cardinia, Mornigton
Peninsula and Queenscliffe Councils do not.
A Ministerial Direction to:
a)
ensure that Councils and VCAT Members provide proper weight in their
decisions
to uphold existing provisions in the GWZ, GWAZ, RCZ and
Clause 51.02 and
guidance to ensure that development plans for
uses such as cemeteries, intensive
or indoor recreation are not allowed to
impact on agricultural land;
b) ensure they recognise that spreading ‘cleanfill’ spoil from development is
inappropriate in Green Wedges or elsewhere if it degrades or leads to the loss of
agricultural or environmentally significant land, or rural open landscapes.
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We note this is in keeping with Plan Melbourne’s Action 17: “Improve planning decisionmaking to support sustainable agriculture by identifying areas of strategic agricultural land in
Melbourne’s green wedges and peri-urban areas.”

Why this action is necessary
6.7
6.8
6.9
6.9

6.10
6.11

6.12

6.13

6.14

Avoid the unintended consequences of concentrating only on high-economic yield areas.
Protecting environmental land and rural open landscapes.
Supporting measures to avoid any further fragmentation and to encourage consolidation of
agricultural – or potential – agricultural land.
There is an urgent need to address the potential impact of future land use and
development on the fragmentation, alienation and loss of agricultural land. Most of the
proposed Places of Worship and religious school applications in the Southern Ranges Green
Wedge are on farm paddocks, apart from one bush block, as was the Coptic Church
application refused by VCAT along with most of the other inappropriate applications our
members are faced with. Four other examples follow at the end of this section.
The importance of the Green Wedges for agriculture is not sufficiently well appreciated.
The total value of agricultural production in Green Wedges is more than $1 billion annually.
Out of centre retail development displaces agriculture, and incrementally weakens the
viability and vitality of the townships A shop is a Prohibited use in the Green Wedge. Farm
shops up to 50 sq. m. are a special privilege for farmers to sell their produce. However,
commercial operators are seeking to subvert this concession and obtain a competitive
advantage over businesses in townships by having minimalist farm operations with
disproportionate sales.
The Green Wedge areas of Green Wedge and interface Ccuncils need to be classified as or
treated equally with regional councils, in order to be able to access the benefits of farm
labour market programs. The costs of farming in the Green Wedge – particularly in terms of
the peak demand for labour at picking /harvest time is affected by the present inequity as is
the competitiveness with producers in regional areas.
Due to the importance of scale, it is necessary to encourage more Green Wedge and periurban land to be used/’released’ for farming and not simply ‘sat on’ and allowed to lie
fallow by speculators (land-bankers), and rural living, lifestylers or weekenders. Australia is
unique in its damaging and laissez faire attitude to rural living. Note that in all European
countries, you cannot live in the rural areas unless you are farming. Even then, many
farmers live in the villages and take their machinery out to the farm each day. Rural living is
correctly perceived as displacing agriculture.
Tourist uses such as , ‘host farm’, group accommodation, bed and breakfast businesses
with more than six beds and camping and caravan parks (often now dominated by
cabins) need to be conditioned to require a minimum site area –the same as hotels,
restaurants, function centres, and backpackers lodges, which require a minimum site area
equal to the minimum lot size. These uses also need a limit on the number of people (Clause
51.02). Bed & breakfast premises with up to 6 beds under the main house roofline and/or as
existing farm cottages to be permitted as a Section 1 Use. More than six beds under the
main house roofline and/or as existing farm cottages to be a Section 2 use and must be on
minimum lot size of 40 ha (or the minimum subdivision size in the schedule to the
zone) the same as residential hotel, restaurant etc.
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6.15

6.16

6.17

6.18

6.19

6.20

Camping and caravan parks should be required to be for genuine short stay tourist
accommodation. Individual cabin owners should not be able to stay more than 28 days in a
year. The balance of time is available to the property manager to rent for short stay tourists.
Otherwise Camping and caravan parks in the Green Wedge morph into low cost permanent
housing outside the UGB, providing no services for the residents and displacing agriculture.
(The Residential Tenancy Act 1997 limits the ability to restrict length of tenure, facilitating
this conversion from caravan park to Residential Village).
The model of one farming business operating over several properties is reasonably
common, for example with vineyards. However, it is not necessary for the land to be in the
same ownership. Land can be leased for production if the owners are willing to ‘release’ it
for use. A State Agricultural Land Exchange could be created where donors and lessees can
make contact. Incentives could include a farm rate on the weekender’s land, which might
not be eligible unless it were managed by a neighbouring farmer.
There is a need to reinstate tenement controls (deleted with the introduction of the
Victorian Planning Provisions in 1994) for lots jointly owned in single ownership. Failing that,
measures to incentivise the amalgamation of farming lots in the Green Wedge should be
introduced so that where a farm runs across several titles there is some incentive to
consolidate the titles thereby reducing fragmentation and further rural residential
applications in the future. To counter the significant capital loss, this should include
waiving land tax where applicable and Inverse Rates whereby the Municipality rebates
rather than charges rates for the amalgamated farm. A Green Wedge Consolidation Fund
should be set up by Treasury and Finance, the interest from which would reimburse the
municipalities for this reform that fortifies Melbourne’s Green Wedges. Section 173
agreement on title to prevent a reversal of the realignment.
A ‘Farmland Trust’ needs to be established as a revolving fund, funded by
Government/Super Funds/Future Fund/Investors, in order to:
a) buy land from retiring farmers,
b) apply a covenant to ensure that the land is used for agriculture in perpetuity,
c) resell or lease it to farmers and
d) re-employ the funds to buy more land.
The Farmland Trust could make special arrangements with retiring farmers willing to sell to
aspiring farmers. For instance, retiring farmers could be allowed to continue to live in their
farmhouses, or they could sell to the Trust on terms that would enable a son or daughter
who wished to continue farming to do so on terms that would allow them to buy back the
farm.
Measures to incentivise boundary realignments without creating any additional lots need
to be provided to transfer farmland from a rural residential lot onto a neighbouring
productive farm. Incentives would include the waiving of Stamp Duty on the transaction,
reduction in State land tax on the Weekender’s property and Inverse Municipal Rates (as
above). Section 173 agreement on title to prevent a reversal of the realignment.
The State Government’s review of and proposals for Protecting Strategic Agricultural Land
(PSAL) is a welcome acknowledgement that agricultural land is a finite resource and its
retention is a major factor for food security. (See report, 3 July 2019).
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6.21

6.22

6.23

6.24

6.25
6.26

Unfortunately, PSAL has concentrated on fully-commercial farming involving high-value
production horticultural land dependent on irrigation. This applies a purely economic filter
for looking at the value of agricultural land use in the Green Wedge.
PSAL’s commercial focus ignores the importance of dryland grazing, cropping and part-time
farming (which is a significant typology for small farms in Victoria). All these forms of
farming can make a major contribution to maintaining the rural landscape, that along with
the natural environment, fundamentally underpins the values in the Green Wedges.
This commercial focus ignores the importance of dryland grazing and cropping, part-time
farming (a dominant typology for small farms in Victoria) and lifestyle S farms (those
managed accordingly to sound agricultural practice). This is important for economic, social
and environmental reasons. Native flora and fauna on dryland farms contributes greatly to
protecting and enhancing biodiversity. All these forms of farming can make a major
contribution to maintaining the rural landscape, that along with the natural environment,
fundamentally underpins the values in the Green Wedges.
The potential problem with the ‘Protecting Strategic Agricultural Land’ (PSAL) approach is
that it has the potential to provide the impression that any farmland not in the PSAL defined
areas is not high-value land. We already have experienced proponents arguing at VCAT that
some areas of farming are not high value and therefore should be allowed to be used for
alternative higher economic-value, built-form developments. This greatly exacerbates the
pressure for built form development in the Green Wedges. It also overlooks the future
opportunities as a result of:
a) Climate change making some areas more productive or more necessary, as other
areas become less productive.
b) Ongoing agricultural research which permits new varieties of pastures and crops
to thrive in areas previously considered marginal for agriculture.
We need to adopt and observe a ‘Precautionary Principle’ for agricultural and for
environmental land.
There is a real disjunct between ‘fully-commercial high-value agriculture’ and these other
rural land uses. Types of land use that have been identified and we consider appropriate in
the Green Wedges are tabulated below in Table 1 below.
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TABLE 1
TYPE
AGRICULTURE
Equine
agriculture

DESCRIPTION

Niche agriculture





Extensive dryland

agriculture
Agritourism





Irrigated
agriculture



VPP LAND USE TERMS

Horse husbandry
Land used to keep, breed, board or train
Includes equestrian based
horses.
leisure, horse riding schools
and horse stables.
Grazing animal production
Small farm operations with Animal
Pig farming (GWZ only)
husbandry and/or Crop raising and
Poultry
include supplying local markets and
Animal training
specialty agricultural products to a
Apiculture
wider customer base including through
Domestic animal husbandry
on-line sales.
Crop raising (e.g. hay)
Horticulture
Larger farming enterprises involving
extensive grazing and/or cropping.
Agriculture combined with hospitality,
tourism or other value adding
diversification or vertical integration, for
example vineyards with a winery,
restaurant, conference centre, or farm
stay.
Any agribusiness, buildings or
associated infrastructure are
subordinate to the agriculture land use.
Horticulture is defined in the VPPs as
“Land used to propagate, cultivate, or
harvest flowers, fruit, vegetables, vines,
or the like.”.

NATURE CONSERVATION
Conservation
Landholder has a particular interest in
bushblock
nature conservation and/or recognizes that
adjacent native bushland will benefit their
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agricultural production.
6.27

Maintenance and active enhancement of native vegetation communities on farmland will
play a major role in protecting and enhancing the natural environment and the associated
natural infrastructure (e.g. waterways) in the Green Wedges. It will be very significant in
tackling the heat impacts of climate change in the Melbourne metropolitan area.

6.28

The dumping of ‘cleanfill’ in the Green Wedges is an emerging issue that has been
raised as a matter warranting State level consideration. (See discussion at point 9 below.)

6.29

The importance of protecting agricultural land has been undermined in a range of
planning applications and VCAT cases including most recently an application by Padua

College to establish a carpark on adjacent former agricultural land in the Green Wedge Zone
(refused by council but approved by VCAT). Other threats have included:
a) The draft Casey Council Green Wedge Management Plan proposed to divide its
former precinct for agriculture and horticulture into two: Precincts 1 and 3,
with Precinct 3 to be devoted to the uneasy and possibly incompatible
combination of Rural Lifestyle and Agriculture, in which minimum lot sizes would
be reduced to 1 ha. This would vastly reduce the area of the agricultural
precinct compared with the earlier Westernport draft GWMP and could
undermine Casey’s highly successful agribusiness and Bunyip Foodbowl. We
appreciate that DELWP had warned Casey Council that their plans to undermine
agricultural land would not be supported, but they are in their Green Wedge
Management Plan, albeit not in the planning scheme.
b) The 2015 announcement by the Southern Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust that
Kingston’s best market garden land would be acquired for a cemetery and the
subsequent decision by the Government to conduct a review of where
cemeteries are needed created uncertainty amongst Kingston Green Wedge
landowners, froze investment and virtually sterilised the land. This threat has
receded with a SMCT announcement that they are no longer considering
acquisition of land in Kingston. It would have been folly to convert productive
market garden land to a cemetery.

7. SUSTAINABLE ANIMAL INDUSTRIES INITIATIVE
Action sought
7.1

First call is for the changes in RCZ, GWAZ and RLZ to be reversed (i.e. to reinstate
prohibitions). Failing that:
a) Prohibit pig and poultry/broiler farms and poultry hatcheries in Special Water
Supply Catchments (SWSC) — just as cattle feedlots are already prohibited.
b) Introduce new land-use definitions for streamlined processes with separate
definitions for poultry keeping, poultry farming (egg production), and
‘streamlined low density’ broiler-farm and pig-farm uses.
c) Prohibit poultry, broiler, and pig farms larger than ‘low density’ in these zones.
d) Make ‘streamlined low density’ genuinely low density—maximum 8 sows, 1 boar
and progeny, 450 chickens. (Section 1 and Section 2)
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e) Reinstate third-party rights for all pig and poultry activities (beyond 20 chickens).
f) Introduce minimum land sizes and setbacks for Section 1 poultry farm and
Section 2 grazing animal production (and limit Section 1 number to a maximum
of 20 chickens).
Our policy with regard to the GWZ is as the same as Version 1 above except that for GWZ
there is no call to reverse the recent Government amendments.

Why this action is necessary:
7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

The Green Wedges Coalition has always supported extensive animal husbandry but
opposed intensive animal production. We are concerned that the State Government’s
Sustainable Animal Industries Initiative facilitates more intensive pig and poultry production.
In 2017 the State Government proposed:
a) Section 1 uses to occur except within specified setbacks (pigs 50m, poultry 30m
and 50m). Failure to meet these Section 1 conditions triggered a permit
requirement.
b) Section 2 uses (using the streamlined permit process) could occur except within
specified setbacks (pigs and poultry, 100m). Failure to meet these requirements
triggered a normal or standard permit process.
We are concerned that the decision by the State Government to allow a simplified planning
process for pig farms‘ deemed ‘low risk’ that meet a range of predetermined conditions
means that a pig farm could be established without the knowledge of surrounding land
owners and without any right to object. Pig farming risks the degradation of natural
resources including native vegetation and waterways and has the potential to cause soil
erosion and effluent pollution.
Clause 53.16 ‘Pig Farm’’ has as its purpose “to facilitate the establishment and expansion of
pig farms in a manner consistent with orderly and proper planning and the protection of the
environment”. This clause contains a series of decision guidelines but these by their very
nature are not mandatory and local government does not have the in-house expertise to
undertake the assessment (as required by the Victorian Low Density Mobile Outdoor Pig
Farm Planning Permit Guidelines, June 2108). It’s our position that pig farming should be a
prohibited use in the RCZ, RLZ and GWAZ, and that at the very least all applications in the
Green Wedges, beyond 20 chickens? ) should be the subject of the normal provisions of
Section 2 uses for notification and right to object. We note that pig farming was
previously recognised as a noxious industry.
The State Government had previously expressed a commitment to maintaining third-party
rights and the approach to ‘low risk’ pig farming is contrary to this commitment. A summary
of our recommended uses and prohibitions in the relevant zones is given in Table 2 below.
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TABLE 2
POINT
1)
2)
3)

PROHIBIT IN SWSC
NEW LAND-USE DEFS

≻
≻

PROHIBIT POULTRY

450 chooks

RCZ
√
√
√

RLZ
√
√
√

GWAZ
√
√
√

GWZ
√
√
Remains
as S2

√

√

√

As S1

√

√

√

As S1

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

8 sows, 1 boar &

progeny
4)

S2

≺
≺

450 chooks
8 sows, 1 boar and

progeny

S1
5)
6)

≻

20 chooks

≺

20 chooks

REINSTATE 3RD PARTY RIGHTS FOR S2 PIG &
POULTRY
MIN LAND SIZES and setbacks for S1 & 2 uses

8. GOLF COURSE REDEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES
Action sought
8.1

The Golf Course Re-development Policy developed by the present State Government in
2017–19 (including guidelines and a committee to assess applications) needs to be
abolished or substantially revised in order to make clear that:
a) Green Wedge and Peri-Urban golf courses should not be considered for
residential or other urban redevelopment, as they are important for protecting
natural systems, including carbon sinks, scenic rural landscapes and outdoor
recreational open space.
b) Urban golf course, like Green Wedges, have intrinsic environmental, social and
net community benefits for their local communities as well as those listed above,
and ought to be protected whether in Green Wedge or urban areas.
c) If golf courses are genuinely unviable, only public open space, parkland,
recreational or other non-urban uses should be permitted.
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Why this action is necessary
8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

We are concerned that this planning document seems to have a not very well-hidden
agenda to make Melbourne’s golf courses available for residential developers. It looks like
a very disappointing State Government land grab to convert our golf courses to more
residential development.
It is clear that these guidelines and this Committee would be used to justify allowing golf
courses to be rezoned for urban development provided they can demonstrate ‘community
benefit’ e.g. via affordable housing or education services.
We do not believe affordable housing or any of the other inducements listed in the
discussion paper justify the destruction of golf courses. Particularly not public open space:
in our view golf courses already provide public open space, and in areas short of public open
space, arrangements should be made for some private golf clubs – particularly those that
purport to be struggling financially – to provide more public access.
While we are grateful that the final released policy made it clear that the Golf Course
Redevelopment Committee will at least be unable to deal with applications to develop
Green Wedge golf courses, the Golf Course Redevelopment guidelines apparently are
available to councils or other authorities to use in assessing development applications.
When urban golf clubs sell out with a view to moving further out of the city, they usually
move further away from their local golfers and replace more authentic Green Wedge uses
such as farming or, in the case of land bought by Intrapac developers in Bangholme , land
used for pony club activities by the Mentone Pony club.

9. VICSMART APPLICATIONS
Action sought
The Green Wedge Coalition submits that:
9.1
VicSmart applications should only be allowed in the Green Wedges for the construction of
a building or works with an estimated value of up to $20,000. This is consistent with a City
of Kingston requirement.
9.2
The Clause 59.12 -2 VicSmart provisions that allows for excisions in the Farming Zone
should be repealed.

Why this action is necessary
9.3

9.4

It is not appropriate for the construction of a building (or works with an estimated value of
up to $250,000) where the land is not to be used for domestic animal husbandry, poultry
hatchery, racing dog husbandry or rural industry or is within 30 metres of land (not a road)
which is in a residential zone. The concern here is that a structure costing up to $250,000 is
likely to be a large and intrusive built form in the rural Green Wedges, and in addition there
is concern about sequential applications for the same property.
Excisions of land in the peri urban areas leads to the fragmentation of properties and
increased pressure for residential development, to the detriment of the environmental and
agricultural qualities of rural farmland and of scenic rural landscapes.
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10. PROTECTING THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT ON PRESENT AND FORMER
GREEN WEDGES
Action sought
10.1
10.2

10.3

10.4
10.5

10.6

10.7

Restore ‘teeth’ to the Native Vegetation Management Framework (Clause 52.17).
Provide teeth to Government policies such as the Urban Forest and Urban Cooling
Strategies and Plan Melbourne, i.e. provisions in the planning scheme to retain and better
protect the green areas, wetlands and forests in our Green Wedges.
Properly resource the Western Grassland Reserves and make the money go further by
encouraging landowners to stay and participate in the restoration of the grasslands and in
compatible, sustainable agriculture.
Support the Greater Forest National Park, which is more than ever necessary after the
destruction caused by the current bushfires.
Modify the Bushfire Management Overlay to emphasise the need to constrain or refuse
applications that threaten native vegetation or put lives at risk, rather than removing the
vegetation in a probably vain effort to protect the new developments. The current fires
show that it may not be possible to protect the new developments despite extra clearing.
In relation to fire, we feel the two main problems are:
a) dispersed dwellings through rural landscapes;
b) Rural residential lots on the fringes of townships, e.g. the expansions of town
boundaries around Winchelsea, Maldon, etc.
Investigate better ways of managing bushland mindful of the need to refrain from burning
whatever rainforests are left, e.g. for other bushland areas, use traditional Aboriginal
methods (burning smaller areas of bush more frequently is less destructive of native
wildlife.)
Encourage/require/subsidise councils to engage agricultural/environmental extension
officers to work with private landholders, and to develop plans such as those employed by:
a) PPWPCMA to encourage farmers to realise the value to their property of
retaining and maintaining part of it as bushland;
b) Hume and Mornington Peninsula Councils for their conservation rate rebate, e.g.
for weed control;
c) Cardinia Environment Coalition for planting native shade trees for fauna habitat
corridors, e.g. for the Southern Brown Bandicoot.

Why this action is necessary
10.8

10.9

Despite 15 years of Net Gain and/or No Net Loss policies, we are continuing to lose our
native vegetation, even before the bushfires. A DELWP officer recently told the Municipal
Association of Victoria Environmental Advisory Group they are still working towards the no
Net Loss and Nett Gain goals.
The review of the Native Vegetation Management Framework, now the Native Vegetation
Clearing Controls, leaves much to be desired and will lead to the clearing of more land in the
Green Wedges; for instance, councils are now able to clear any native vegetation that they
have planted without a permit. This will include a large part – possible most – of the
conservation plantings in Green Wedge and urban areas and will certainly lead to a net loss
of native vegetation.
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10.10 The new Bushfire Management Overlays require a huge increase in the clearing of native
vegetation around new residential and other buildings. We consider planning authorities
should respond by refusing applications to build in bushfire risk areas where extensive
removal of native vegetation, especially indigenous or environmentally significant vegetation
would be required to be removed by the BMO. The aforementioned Hilltonia application
and Yarra Ranges applications are good examples of development that needs to be stopped.
10.11 Many of our members are still battling to save what we can of the habitat for the
environmentally significant flora and fauna and the landscape values of former Green
Wedge areas, including habitat for the growling grass frog, golden sun moth and striped
legless lizard in the western grasslands, the southern brown bandicoot in the south east,
and the Jacksons Creek Valley. Plan Melbourne 2017–2050 has as a desired outcome
maintaining and enhancing the diversity of indigenous flora and fauna and achieving net gain
in both the quantity and quality of native vegetation. In order to achieve this, it is essential
to protect and enhance native vegetation on farmland.
10.12 Uncontrolled grazing in the Green Wedges is a major issue for the loss of native
vegetation. ‘Grazing’ encompasses any animals covered under the definition of ‘Animal
husbandry’ in the Victorian Planning Provisions. This is defined by “Land used to keep,
breed, board, or train animals, including birds”. This can be taken to include cattle, sheep,
horses, racing dogs, pigs, etc. This is distinct from domestic animal husbandry, which is
defined as “Land used to keep, breed, board, or train domestic animals”. This issue needs
further work and can build on some detailed work that is being done in Nillumbik by a
number of concerned community organisations.
10.13 Pig farming and its potential for impact on native vegetation is also a major concern. This
has been previously addressed in more detail in Section 6.

11. CLEANFILL, QUARRIES AND LANDFILL
Action sought
11.1

11.2

A Ministerial Direction to ensure Councils and VCAT Members recognise that spreading
‘cleanfill’ spoil from development is inappropriate in Green Wedges or elsewhere if it
degrades or leads to the loss of agricultural or environmentally significant land, or open rural
and scenic non-urban landscapes, and to prohibit such uses.
Cleanfill applications must be required at least to comply with:
a) The Clause 51.02 provision that requires Materials recycling to be used in
conjunction with refuse disposal or transfer stations with an added use for an
approved earthworks project.
b) Provisions along the lines of the Hume Council LPP Clause 21.08-2 concerning
‘Environmental Land Management’, which requires the minimisation of
unwanted
fill from earthworks and fill being taken offsite. This LPP is
concerned about
cleanfill sites causing adverse visual and
community amenity effects, as well as
soil erosion and degradation and weed
contamination.
c) An ‘earthworks’ permit trigger similar to that which applies in the Hume scheme
should immediately be applied to all Green Wedge planning schemes to ensure this
land use is regulated to prevent adverse environmental landscape or amenity
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impacts. No point waiting for input from EPA Victoria who have shown little interest
or experience with this issue.
11.3
a

The use of cleanfill should never be permitted, even on government-owned land, without
planning permit process with third party rights to notification and objection.

11.4

Quarries: should not be supported on environmentally significant or agricultural land in the Green
Wedges or peri-urban land where they would blight scenic landscapes.

In regard to this, we note:
a) A number of our members have strongly opposed the development of new
quarries in the Green Wedges, for example successfully at Clarinda, Tynong
North and Arthurs Seat some years ago. GWC has supported the residents’
campaign against expanding the Ross Trust’s quarry on Arthurs Seat.
b) Kingston Council has prohibited waste processing and recycling by rezoning its
former SUZ2 for landfill (Earth and Energy Resources) to GWAZ. However,
a
concerted and well-resourced attempt by Alex Fraser Pty Ltd to have their lease
extended for another 15 years from the original 2023 deadline resulted in Ministerial
approval of a 10 year extension. .
c) Western Region Environment Coalition also began with a campaign against
landfills, which is continuing.

Why this action is necessary
11.4

11.5

11.6

Cleanfill sites (i.e. rural land used by land developers to permanently dispose of
unwanted ‘clean’ fill carted from land clearing works performed for urban subdivisions, as
a cheaper alternative to disposal in EPA-licensed landfills) are contrary to a principal
purpose of the Green Wedge Zone, which is to ensure agricultural land uses are protected,
along with biodiversity conservation and open rural or scenic landscapes.
We do not accept VCAT’s contentions that this objective of protecting agricultural land can
be temporarily suspended for the duration of a cleanfill operation and then be successfully
resumed after the cleanfill industrial activity has ceased. [cf Creative Landfill Pty Ltd v Hume
CC [2016] VCAT 1075). To our knowledge, there is nothing in the planning schemes that
provide for the ‘short term’ suspension of such a significant Green Wedge planning
objective, which is generally sought while filling is underway, usually over many years to
maximise the scope for the disposal of unwanted fill a an ‘innominate’ land use, the disposal
of cleanfill as waste was not contemplated when the GWZ planning permissions and
prohibitions were created in 2003, nor in the development of the Metropolitan Waste and
Resource Recovery Strategic Plan.
Such a permitted land use has the potential to cause a ‘mushrooming’ of cleanfill sites
across all of Melbourne’s Green Wedges.
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11.7

It is not good landfilling practice to use mounds for the disposal of landfill. The EPA in the
Best Practice Environmental Management – Siting, Design, Operation and Rehabilitation of
Landfills (BPEM 788.3) states that ‘mounds’ should be avoided (see 5.1.2, page 12).
11.8 In 2002, the draft Green Wedges Implementation Plan 5 was introduced as an integral part
of Melbourne 2030 The plan specially refers to maintaining ‘access to productive natural
resources and an adequate supply of well-located land for energy generation and
infrastructure’. This included natural resources such as sand, minerals and stone seen as
important assets for the future development of metropolitan Melbourne and beyond. There
is no reference to the role of the Green Wedges in providing a repository for land fill or for
cleanfill.
Mineral extraction, Stone exploration and Stone extraction are all innominate uses,
as is
landfill that is grouped under ‘Refuse disposal’. This issue clearly needs to be addressed as
‘broad-acre’ land fill or cleanfill operations could potentially have an enormous impact both
on maintaining agricultural land and be detrimental to the amenity of existing residents of
the Green Wedges (e.g. GWAZ) or bordering the Green Wedges (e.g. green field
development in the abutting UGZ).
11.9 Cleanfill is now happening in Green Wedge municipalities including the Yarra Ranges,
Hume, and Mornington Peninsula, and we are aware strategic planners from such
municipalities have met to discuss the issue.
11.10 The dumping of ‘cleanfill’ in the Green Wedges is an emerging issue that has been
raised as a matter warranting State level consideration and referred to the Minister by VCAT
Deputy President, Mr Mark Dwyer, in a Red Dot Yarra Ranges decision.1
11.11 Our Coalition supported residents opposing a cleanfill application at Oaklands Junction,
where a developer wanted to cover good farmland and environmentally significant grassland
with up 600,000 tonnes of soil up to 8m high generated by development in the nearby
Urban Growth Zone. This application was refused at VCAT because of the impact on
environmentally significant flora and fauna and on the amenity of neighbouring rural
residences, but disturbingly not on Green Wedge or agricultural land planning grounds. A
subsequent subdivision application approved by VCAT for this land by the proponent of the
cleanfill application indicates this this is likely to re-emerge in a future application.
11.12 In a more farsighted decision, Cardinia Council refused an application to spread cleanfill on
farmland after Green Wedges Coalition representations encouraged them to reverse an
initial plan to approve the application without requiring a Council resolution.
11.13 Melbourne Water has ‘filled’ a wetland that was part of the former Carrum Carrum
Swamp across Thompsons Road from the Eastern Treatment Plant (ETP) to use for a solar
panel ‘farm.’ Frankston Council approved this filling exercise as “earthworks” without
advertising the application and not even Councilors were informed. (pers. comm from Cr
Quin McCormack, Frankston councillor, on 28/11/2019.) Until recently, this was habitat for
the migratory and other birds that visit the Edithvale Wetlands and the ETP including the
endangered Australasian Bittern, and it was part of the area on which Birdlife Australia
relied for their regular bird counts. (Ref. Susan Telfer’s submission on behalf of FESWI to
the IAC for the Mordialloc Freeway EES, the Green Wedges Coalition submission to the
Yarra Ranges SC v Bibiano (Red Dot) [2016] VCAT 1881 (10 November 2016). See
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/vic/VCAT/2016/1881.html .

1
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Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry into Meeting our Obligations to Protect our Ramsar-listed
areas, and a strong protest from Mike Carter of Birdlife Australia.).

12. CLIMATE CHANGE
Action sought
12.1

12.2

We need to build on work being done by the Nature Conservancy in conjunction with
stakeholders including the State Government and 32 Metropolitan Melbourne
municipalities. A report called ‘Resilient Melbourne’ was released in 2018. This report
particularly highlights the potential detrimental impact of climate change for Melbourne of
an increased heat island effect with the potential for ongoing loss of the vegetation canopy.
Negative impacts for both the health of the population and the amenity of the city.
How can the connection between the Urban Forest initiative and the role of the Green
Wedges in providing vegetation cover to mitigate the heat island impacts for Melbourne be
better recognised in the strategic planning for the future of Melbourne?

Why this action is necessary
12.3

12.4

The extent of the potential for a substantial detrimental impact can be gauged by the fact
that the Green Wedges account for some 68% of the total area of metropolitan Melbourne.
Almost half of that Green Wedges land is privately owned and there is enormous pressure
for built development. Unless there is serious strengthening of Green Wedges planning
policy to put a cap on built development, the finding of the ‘Resilient Melbourne’ indicate a
serious increase in urban temperatures.
In June 2019, The Nature Conservancy released an urban forestry strategy called
‘Living Melbourne: Our Metropolitan Urban Forest’. It warns that “Changes in urban form, a
growing population and climate change – including increasing urban heat – leave
Melbourne’s greenery vulnerable and could severely compromise the benefits derived from
urban nature like cleaner air and water, reduced heat and habitat for wildlife”.

13. PROTECTION OF WATERWAYS
Action sought
13.1

13.2

13.3

13.4

A Ministerial Direction to ensure councils and VCAT Members properly implement the
Clause 14.02-1S provisions requiring a 30 metre-wide buffer along each side of all
waterways.
State Government initiatives need to increase access and funding to Class A+ recycled water
supply. The pipes and other infrastructure must be state funded, as with the Boneo Plant, to
make the recycled water affordable for the farmers.
Improved communication between government, water authorities, and community is
needed in order to achieve better outcomes for our waterways and for our recycled water
sources.
Better implementation of existing VPPs is required.

Why this action is necessary
13.5

Waterways flowing through our Green Wedges are not only the source of drinking
water and watering for crops and animals, they provide vital habitat corridors that are the
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key to the survival of our flora and fauna, much of which faces the threat of mass
extinction. The Green Wedge provisions aim to protect and conserve biodiversity, but this
will not be achieved without providing much stronger protections for our waterways.
13.6 Although the legal framework provided by the State Environment Protection Policies
provides some theoretical protection for our waterways, in reality, this is not being
effectively implemented. For instance, Clause 14.02-1S requires a 30 metre-wide buffer
along each side of a waterway is rarely enforced. Similarly, The Healthy Waterways
Strategy, which was the result of an excellent process of community consultation involving
DELWP and Melbourne Water, is lacking the support from local councils to ensure it
translates into real outcomes and landowners are often unwilling to apply this to their land.
13.7 Protection of waterways should be a part of all conversations on policy involving land
management. Yet DELWP’s community consultations on ‘Protecting Strategic Agricultural
Land’ (April 2019) did not mention creeks and rivers in its criteria for discussion.
13.8 We need to facilitate better communication between government, water authorities, and
community in order to achieve better outcomes for our waterways. The GWC understands
that there is now a working group within DELWP that partly addresses this in new
developments in newer subdivisions, but more needs to be done to include community in
these conversations. A frequent scenario that is occurring is confusion (between local
council, water authorities, and landowners) over responsibility for managing creeks and
associated buffer zones, with none of the parties willing to take responsibility.
13.9 Authorities need to be much more proactive in working with landowners and informing
them of assistance they are entitled to in regard to managing waterways on their properties
in order to achieve the objectives of the Victorian Planning Provisions. This is particularly
important when applications for subdivision arise, as these provide opportunities to put into
place protections for waterways via 173 Agreements and land management plans.
13.10 Access to recycled water is crucial for farming, particularly in attracting/encouraging new
producers. Water supply is a key factor in the productivity of farms, the number of crop
cycles and range of produce. Recycled water from the ETP has less salt and is therefore even
more suitable that recycled water from Werribee. With accelerating climate change, it is
unconscionable that Melbourne’s two sewerage treatment plants pipe Class A water under
the Green Wedge to ocean outfalls.

14. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS
Action sought
14.1
14.2

Primary and secondary schools should be prohibited in the Green Wedges as they were
until 2013.
Education centre in conjunction with Green Wedge purposes should be restored as a
discretionary instead of prohibited use, provided there is an appropriate control, e.g. a
Planning Practice Note to ensure it is not used as a loophole for schools.

Why this action is necessary
14.3

Primary and secondary schools are urban uses that should be located in suburbs where the
students live.
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14.4

14.5

Schools were included as a Section 2 Use in the GWZ, GWAZ and the RCZ under Amendment
VC103 by then Minister for Planning Matthew Guy. This change should now be reversed and
the two uses prohibited as schools are not in accord with the rural, environmental or
landscape purposes of these zones.
Unfortunately, the Education centre use was successfully used as a loophole by the Steiner
school, when VCAT overruled an appropriate Casey Council refusal of a Steiner school on a
bush road near Lysterfield National Park in 2005, (VCAT Reference No P2632/2004).

This led the then Planning Minister Hulls to prohibit Education centre in the Green Wedges
and to provide a Special Use Zone for existing schools to ensure they did not spread beyond
their boundaries. This was unsuccessful when Kingston Council approved a second church in
association with the Heatherton Christian College thus effectively extending the school
boundary into the GWZ, (albeit by then schools had been approved as a discretionary use in
Green Wedges).
14.6 Other schools have been approved including a TAFE associated with Bayside Christian
College in Frankston and a 197-space carpark for Flinders College (as a result of a VCAT
overturn of a Mornington Peninsula Shire Council refusal on adjacent GWZ land).
14.7
There has now been a tsunami of eight actual and potential school and associated
residential and Place of worship applications in a high fire risk area in the Southern Ranges
Green Wedge, apparently associated with an existing Catholic school in the Green Wedge
and a mosque application that has been approved by Casey Council and appealed to VCAT
by neighbours. Local residents and our GW Coalition have asked the minister to call in and
determine these applications so they can be dealt with consistently by one Advisory
Committee.
14.8 This includes two religious school applications that have been refused by Yarra Ranges
Council, which has policy to constrain schools in the Green Wedge, but at least one other
school application – possibly more – is awaiting determination by Casey Council, which has
already approved the mosque and another Place of worship.
14.9 It is not clear why primary and secondary schools are not required to meet the same
conditions such as function centres, group accommodation, research and development
centre, residential hotel and restaurants where the use (inter alia) must be in conjunction
with a land use compatible with maintaining a rural environment.
14.10 We commend the intent of the policy position of the Yarra Ranges Shire Council as detailed
in
the proposed amendment to the planning scheme C148 proposed for inclusion in Clause
21.03 GREEN WEDGE, which states that for an ‘Education Centre’ (among other things) any
proposal
must:
a) be operated in conjunction with farming activities conducted on the same of
adjoining land or offer opportunities to interact with the natural environment on the
land or adjoining land; and
b) Appear as an unobtrusive element in a predominantly rural landscape.
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15. PLACES OF WORSHIP
Action sought:
15.1

Prohibit Places of worship in the Green Wedges, the RCZ, and in the Peri-urban farming
zone, or at least restrict the proliferation of large places of worship and introduce the
following conditions for GWZ, GWAZ and RCZ:
a) A limit of 250 square metres
b) Applications must be accompanied by a report that demonstrates how the place
of worship will be limited to the use of residents living in the Green Wedge.

15.2

Any Place of worship should be subordinate to the rural, environmental and landscape
values of the Green Wedges and consideration should be given to applying the same
conditions as relate to a research and development centre, a residential hotel, or
restaurant, etc.

Why this action is necessary
15.3

15.4

15.5

Place of Worship applications are mushrooming all over the Green Wedges, some with huge
built structures and associated infrastructure. The introduction of a more liberal definition
to include merely a spiritual propensity as the definition.
There have been four recent applications for Places of worship in the South East Green
Wedge alone, one (a Coptic church) with towers as tall as a seven-storey building. Also,
several more have been approved. These include the RSSB and a huge warehouse style
church in the Kingston Green Wedge. (See attached table of VCAT Place of worship
decisions in the Green Wedges.)
There have been three recent Place of worship applications in the Southern Ranges and
Westernport Green Wedges, two of which have been approved by the City of Casey and
appealed to VCAT by local residents. One of these is a mosque, which is close to three
nearby religious school applications, and which is advertised on its website as a ‘Muslim
population hub in future.’
We are aware that Place of worship was not included in the original Green Wedge Plan draft
accepted by Premier Bracks in 2002, but was inserted later, possibly for political reasons.
This has now emerged as an easily accessible loophole for many sects and non-clerical
community groups to establish what are effectively community centres on cheap land in the
Green Wedge, at odds with Government policy "to better protect Melbourne’s Green
Wedges from over-development." (Please see attached table showing how these have
increasingly shown up at VCAT recently.)

16. INEQUITIES IN THE VCAT SYSTEM
Action sought
16.1

Reduce fees for community- based objector groups in line with concessional
applicants (health card holders).

16.2

Replace the current system of developers engaging and paying for expert witnesses with a
panel of independent expert witnesses to be allocated by VCAT but paid for by
developers/proponents.
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Why this action is necessary
16.3

It is Important to provide accessible and affordable justice outside the legal system. Expert

16.4

witnesses are supposed to assist the tribunal whereas their loyalty currently is to the
applicant who pays them.
Excessive VCAT fees are a major disincentive for third party participation in planning
decisions, as is well stated in the DELWP brochure, ‘Protecting strategic agricultural land in
Melbourne’s green wedge and peri-urban areas’:

16.5

Going to court to protect the land for agriculture can be very expensive and take a lot
of time. Often local council decisions are overturned, resulting in the land being used
for activities that are incompatible with farming. Once land is used for residential and
rural living it is very hard to turn it back into a commercial farm.
Often it is only under-resourced community representatives that provide a safeguard to
ensure adequate attention is given to social and environmental aspects of planning permit
applications.

17. REVIEWING STATUS OF PPN 31 (GREEN WEDGE MANAGEMENT PLANS)
Action sought
17.1

Government to include mandatory requirements and balances to ensure that Green Wedge
Management Plans meet State Government objectives.

Why this action is necessary
17.2

17.3

17.4

17.5

While clearly instructive on the requirements of the GWMP there are no mandatory
requirements and balances to ensure they meet the State Government objectives. PPN 31 is
being treated as optional as there is no need to seek either the department or the planning
minister to sign off on a completed plan.
There is also little understanding in the general community about how the intent of a Green
Wedge Management Plan in relation to any proposals requiring a change to the planning
scheme (e.g. rezoning) requires an amendment to the planning scheme with the
opportunities for further community input.
While there is strong support for Green Wedge Management Plans in Plan Melbourne, this
has not stopped Councils from proposing to undermine agricultural Green Wedge land in
their GWMPs (Casey Council, Hume Council (HIGAP)) or even to rezone Green Wedge land
for industry (Frankston Council).
Plan Melbourne Action 73:
Support local government to complete and implement green wedge
management plans to protect and enhance the agricultural, biodiversity,
environmental, natural resource, tourism, landscape and other values of each of
Melbourne’s green wedges by:
a) Introducing a legislative requirement in the Planning and
Environment (Metropolitan Green Wedge Protection) Act 2003 for
local government to prepare Green Wedge Management Plans.
b) Investigating options to support local governments in implementing
adopted Green Wedge Management Plans.
Signed
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President
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